NOTES:
1. SEE CATALOG FOR COMPLETE LIST OF
2. PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PART.
3. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE METRIC.
4. ENCLOSURE CAN BE MOUNTED ON A 19" OR 23"
      STANDARD EIA RACK.
5. BASE AND DRAWER MADE FROM 16 GAUGE AND
      TOP MADE FROM 18 GAUGE GALVANNEALED STEEL.
6. ENCLOSURE IS PAINTED BLACK.
7. ENCLOSURE IS SUPPLIED WITH (1) HARDWARE
      KIT AND PORT I.D. LABEL.
8. PART CAN HOLD UP TO 3 FAPS OR QUICK NET
      CASSETTES, OR SPLICHE A MAXIMUM OF 72 FIBERS.

FRM EIU

PANDUIT PART NO.  WEIGHT
FRM EIU 12.1 LBS/EACH
            5488 g/EACH

FRONT ACCESS DOOR, REMOVABLE

HOUSING

RUBBER GROMMET, PART OF HARDWARE KIT

STRAIN RELIEF BRACKET, PART
OF HARDWARE KIT

REAR ACCESS DOOR-REMOVABLE

PULL-OUT DRAWER

ENCLOSURE MOUNTING BRACKET

MODEL FILENAME: V10510AA FRMEIU MAIN ASSY 16.PRT
CAD FILENAME/LAYERS: V10510AA_DC_16A.PRT

PANDUIT CORP. TINLEY PARK, ILLINOIS
FIBER RACK MOUNTED ENCLOSURE
(FRMEIU) CUSTOMER DRAWING

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES ARE:
INCHES: +0.010, -0.002
MILLIETERS: +0.25, -0.03
ANGLES: +0.5\(^\circ\), -0.5\(^\circ\)
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